
Midget RTO Process Changes – Parent Communication 

 

With the ever- evolving landscape in Minor Hockey, specifically at the Midget level, LMHA has determined 

there is a need for a change in our past policy and procedure for the Midget Rep level players. The changes 

relate specifically to players who are vying for a spot on an MML/Jr. team in concert with the rep tryout 

process (RTO) in LMHA. Please keep in mind this process only applies to players trying out for MML or Jr. 

teams. It will not apply to players wishing to return from an academy program. 

Issue Identified 

The issue that has been encountered in previous seasons relates to releases of players from MML or Jr. 

camps after the LMHA Rep Tryout process has been completed. Once LMHA’s rep process is complete and 

all roster spaces are filled, there is no room for these players to return to Langley to play at a competitive 

level. The association takes great pride in these players that are moving on to the next level of hockey. 

While we have supported these players throughout minor hockey, LMHA has recognized a void for these 

impactful players who are late releases from the MML /Jr. programs, and wish to return to Langley, while 

still being cognizant of and fair to players who remain in Langley and have fully participated in the RTO 

process.  

New Process Summary 

The new process will cap the roster numbers for A1 and A2 at 15 skaters at the end of the RTO process, 

A3 will carry 17 skaters.  In the event MML/Jr. prospects (or even carded players) are released after this 

date, they will be evaluated by our Director of Hockey Operations and placed on either the A1 or A2 team. 

These roster spots will remain open until potentially filled by late releases, or the rosters are locked by BC 

Hockey. If any of these spots remain open before BC Hockey locks our rosters, there may potentially be 

some upward movement of players from A3 to A2 and A2 to A1. There will be no additional releases 

downward because of this new process.  

Uncarded Prospects 

All uncarded players trying out for MML or Jr. must still register with LMHA and pay all fees to be 

considered for this process. Camp schedules must also be submitted prior to the start of RTO. 

Communication between the families and LMHA DOHO and Competitive Director is imperative for this 

process to be facilitated. If there is a conflict with ice times, MML/Jr. ice time will take precedence, and 

determination of conflict will be at the discretion of the LMHA DOHO.  If the camp schedule is not provided 

to LMHA, the player will simply be treated as ‘absent’ for RTO ice-time(s) they miss. Uncarded players will 

be required to skate a minimum of one ice-time throughout the RTO to qualify for the process. 

Carded MML/Jr. Players 

Players who have been carded prior to the start of LMHA Rep tryouts, will be afforded a slight variation 

to this process. It is recognized that once carded to an MML or Jr. team, there is a reasonable expectation 

that the player will remain on the team they are carded to for the coming season. Unfortunately, that is 

not always a surety, and past players have found themselves unexpectedly released. In this scenario, if a 

roster spot remains available, the player will be evaluated and placed on a team at the discretion of the 



DOHO and Competitive Director. Full fees, including rep tryout fees will be payable immediately to 

facilitate this part of the process.  

Additional RTO Challenges Identified 

It has been noted there was a communication disconnect between LMHA, parents and coaches last 
season, as well as some deficiencies in the RTO process at the midget level last year. LMHA endeavors to 
ensure the process is followed as it is laid out and will have a greater presence throughout the process. If 
at any point you feel the process is not being followed, please reach out to your division manager with 
your concerns ASAP. 
 

 


